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mmmmm^mmmmm^

[SUBJECT OF THE INVENTION]

Obtain recording-and-reproducing device which

was emphasized that whole shape is

microphone device, and was comprised as

small as possible.

[PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED]

Magnetic tape recorder 1 of Embodiment of this

invention is an^anged where microphone

housing part 3 by which Microphones Ma and

Mb were accommodated ahead is made to

project, it comprises integral construction by

which recording-and-reproducing part 4 which

records or carries out recording and
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reproducing of the audio signal recorded with

^iiili^j^MiH^S^t'SlB^ said microphone to cassette tape T behind the

nriicrophone housing part was arranged, and

PMEM^^^IW electrode holder 410 for cassette-tape T is

WM^M^Br§:'WMM^\0ft^ arranged by side face of other at one side face

^ #Ffr;H:?'TMM^^^^^ of said recording-and-reproducing part, after

0 m^.ff^inmmtrnm^ battery holder 430 has formed bulge part 431

.

3 o.»m^:4i3

1

1 Magnetic tape recorder of Embodiment of this invention

Microphone housing part 3

Hood 301

Grill 302

71 plate-shaped stand

Operation unit 440

2 Cabinet

4 Recording-and-reproducing part

410 Electrode holder

7 Hand strap
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JP11-232864-A

iPlii^MlS] [CLAIMS]

1 [CLAIM 1]

m^i^^>^ ^W.^'^^MM.^ It arranges, where microphone housing part by

Wti^Mi^^^M\^Mi^^:^lB which microphone was accommodated ahead

^^^^M^WMV.;'"^:^^;^ is made to project, behind this microphone

U:^:^}^^^<7>^^J^iZ^ housing part, recording-and-reproducing part

^ 'M^y<:^V^^^}^f^^^^WB' which records or carries out recording and

^lB^ii^^^§;ia^iJ>^!S;^^ reproducing of the audio signal recorded with

^ll5^;ifl^!B#Wi^p^5^^ said microphone to recording medium is

fTj'^:r^:^1^jgT#^ arranged, and integral construction is

^^'^mmtm^wmmm^ comprised.

Si Recording-and-reproducing device

characterized by the above-mentioned.

] [CLAIM 2]

m:^i<^"^^ ^ t2/}^ ^}6^J|X^^ It arranges, where microphone housing part by

which microphone was accommodated ahead

^ii:fct>v^l?i2^ ^ is made to project, behind this microphone

housing part, recording-and-reproducing part

4J^.^:7i^ yX"^^ which carries out recording and reproducing of

lri50^f$fc|S0S^^ 5iE^ the audio signal recorded with said microphone

S^^;^^iB^^tT.T7^^fiaST to recording medium is arranged, and integral

^fiX.id ^ , Ml2"^-f construction is comprised, loudspeaker is

yi^l^^Mi^^t.iS^^^iiXV'y^^^ arranged behind microphone accommodated, by

^ a-^:y(OM^i^^t"r^:^M said microphone housing part.

MW-^^X^^^Z E ^Wi^t^ Recording-and-reproducing device

SfS^S^i^So characterized by the above-mentioned.

[f»>}tM 3?] [CLAIM 3]

It arranges, where microphone housing part by

^W^'<f which microphone was accommodated ahead

WWE^^M'^iRW^^^WMM^ is made to project, behind this microphone

^.MyMM^^[^&M.^:W^iM housing part, audio signal recorded with said
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iMm^mM microphone is recorded at recording medium, or

^iB^i^y^^i^^lEiicCl:;-^^:^^^^ it comprises integral construction by which

#11^^i:StB^M^^pPi?>^idix $ recording-and-reproducing part which carries

&i^P:P^M^^MMW^i^ out recording and reproducing was arranged,

W<K^\^i^:mW^^M^^MW7^ and said recording-medium mounting part is

:^0mMU%mWMMMW^^ arranged by one side face of said

i&MMMi^itM^^M recording-and-reproducing part, and battery

S575^gB^$ftXV^^ i i holder is arranged by side face of other.

J:j:^^tE#||^^So Recording-and-reproducing device

characterized by the above-mentioned.

r«S4:] [CLAIM 4]

ffitSKMlK^Mfi^^:^: Said battery holder, part bulges to side of said

W^!MW^MM^MMMMiiM recording-and-reproducing device.

^m^^Z^-^MWitTj^Mi^ Recording-and-reproducing device of Claim 3

3 ISSB|fe<^IB^S:^iKS^ characterized by the above-mentioned.

mrnm^^ [claim s]

mM:^&(^^^MM^^Wi^^M Operation unit which operates said microphone

MP^^iWfi:^:'^^^f^M^mui and said recording medium is arranged above

WMM::^^Mi^^t:MM^M^M said recording-and-reproducing device.

tCMMt^'B-^^^WC^Mi^m^M Recording-and-reproducing device of claims 1

riMiie 31g;Mil^5S;iai^B&^ thru/or a characterized by the

^ above-mentioned.

[f|?ft^e ] [CLAIM 61

PIS|B^M^d?.^M^^^37^^^ Recording-and-reproducing device of claims 1

thru/or 5 characterized . by said recording

^§:M:;:5:J^iEi&!^|B^!Hiii^S:^ medium being magnetic tape.

[It:*«7 l [CLAIM 7]

Wi^^M^^MMMi^}-^^M Recording-and-reproducing device of claims 1

^feSCt::^.W1^<S:;^^^ thru/or 5 characterized by said recording

1 TiMiS medium being magnetic disk.
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tSftMSi [CLAIM 8]

MWMMMM^iJ&B:^MWM Recording-and-reproducing device of claims 1

i5^X*^S:^SB-^W^irM^M5R thru/or 5 characterized by said recording

MX:^W3MWM0WMW'SeM medium being magneto optical disc.

m^M^fi [CLAIM 9]

mt^^MMi^i^i^^TW-P^^^ Recording-and-reproducing device of claims 1

^?i:MM^!^^^^'t'PS^WMl thru/or 5 characterized by said recording

9^M3!^iM^Mf(^^SMM^MSi medium being optical disc.

[iijJt^lO] [CLAIM 10]

Mtm^Mi^l^l^MWM^M Recording-and-reproducing device of claims 1

mn^'^mmt^ME^mmt'^ thru/or 5 characterized by said recording

^MM^-iMUM^^^ttWMMMM medium being semiconductor-integrated-circuit

^i^Sb memory.

imm^^m^WM [detailed description of the
INVENTION]

[00 o.i:] [0001]

5

[TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION]

This invention relates to

recording-and-reproducing device incorporating

microphone, for example, magnetic tape

recorder.

Specifically, it is related with arrangement

structure of the component.

[^OOXllSJ [0002]

tti»»l [PRIOR ART]

^^S^S^ji^-rf'^MMi'^^Wi&M Magnetic tape recorder on which microphone of

^ii^^M^;^:3?°M^f7^f# prior art was built in, especially small-sized

3/25/2004 (C) DERWENT



magnetism tape recorder comprise cabinets

iSvliif^i^Mfiil^^^ roughly formed in rectangular parallelepiped,

% I^^MI>i:!S1^ housing part of cassette tape, drive part which

E 0^MO^^(Um< actuates the cassette tape, and

M^^^j^&^-^ Mi^MSM:^ recording-and-reproducing part that records

audio signal on the cassette tape, or is played

Wi^^^^l^RXl^Wiffr^W^ from this are arranged by most space parts

7^---7[{r^^x J:^:^ inside the cabinet, in a corner of outer wall of

bv ': Wtt^Z.flJii:^^^:^^^ said cabinet, microphone housing part to which

^S^W^^f^SB^ W independent microphone is attached is

fe"^^.>^^>^ll«t^"P{?^fl3A^^ arranged, and loudspeaker housing part by

Uf£i^'^ :?' n which space is attached to another corner is

tiX:}r:^\^'^:i{ C2^ ^-ilX^gp^ arranged.

SBlx l>; ^-UiXi^^^D^^lZy^^ Thing of the above-mentioned form was almost

¥Zf^MWt^i1^h^X\^.^^\f the case,

[ 0 OIO 3 ] [0003]

l^M5^^ii:^a^-$:M;^:5^^^^ [PROBLEM TO BE SOLA/ED BY THE

m INVENTION]

l>;^>fe: StftBC^ J: 5 However, when recording audio signal using

M7^":^:^V^"^^^'^^Mt^T?t'^ magnetic tape recorder of the above

5^L-f #:^^:iB'^^:& composition, microphone housing part must be

It. turned to speakers and it must put on a desk,

0:^\tj^l^X^^\^M$''^J:Jffl there is problem that it must put with unstable

f^^^Sr^v: ^v^^IK^rI? posture depending on arrangement position of

OWMiWM^.^^Xj/M!MM microphone housing part.

'^^X-&''tlfft}M^h V Moreover, the above magnetic tape recorders of

5t^1^/5.^!^^iL:i^fc^ composition, recording person can have

cfc 5 f^M^^DM'^^-^Jp' V'pJ-^ magnetic tape recorder in hand, the microphone

M&M^^ij^M^T^"^^ housing part can be brought close to mouth of

^^rW'^MiiW^X^.. speaker and recording person, and both

i^M^i<\i^lM^ conversation can be recorded.

^^WiS^M^}%XM^M^M^ However, the microphone housing part differs

3/25/2004 (C) DERWENT



from shape of microphone of general small

cylindrical shape, since magnetic tape recorder

itself comprises cabinets of rectangular

parallelepiped as mentioned above, one surface

of rectangular parallelepiped of comparative

large area will meet speaker's face,

displeasure, such as feeling of coercion, is

given to speaker and there is problem of being

hard to record information in the good state.

[ 0 0[(5iM 1 [0004]

W^WitV J^liSi:^ This invention tends to solve such a subject.

^Li 5 kS.!S>'h<D'^h'ol^'< It aims at obtaining recording-and-reproducing

^WM^MMM^^h^'^.ji'. p. ?l5 device which was emphasized that whole shape

<C:3i^;§.lli is microphone device, and was comprised as

mL.^:^l^iS1f:if^iWi^ small as possible.

10 'o:WM [0005]

[MEANS TO SOLVE THE PROBLEM]

Therefore, recording-and-reproducing device of

1st invention of this invention is arranged where

microphone housing part by which microphone

was accommodated ahead is made to project,

behind the microphone housing part, audio

signal recorded with said microphone is

recorded at recording medium, or it comprises

from integral construction which arranged

recording-and-reproducing part which carries

out recording and reproducing, said subject is

solved.

3/25/2004 (C) DERWENT



MICt tzr^mm<^m 3 ff^m^

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

2nd invention of this invention, it arranges,

wliere microplione liousing part by wliicli

microphone was accommodated ahead is made

to project, it comprises from integral

construction which arranged

recording-and-reproducing part which carries

out recording and reproducing of the audio

signal recorded with said microphone behind

the microphone housing part to recording

medium, and loudspeaker arranges behind

microphone accommodated by said

microphone housing part, said subject is solved.

.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

3rd invention of this invention is arranged where

microphone housing part by which microphone

was accommodated ahead is made to project,

behind the microphone housing part, audio

signal recorded with said microphone is

recorded at recording medium, or it comprises

from integral constmction which arranged

recording-and-reproducing part which carries

out recording and reproducing, and said

recording-medium mounting part is arranged on

one side face of said recording-and-reproducing

part, and battery holder is arranged on side face

of other, said subject is solved.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

4th invention of this invention is characterized

by comprising so that said

recording-and-reproducing device may bulge a

part of battery holder in

recording-and-reproducing device of said 3rd

invention in a side direction.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

5th invention of this invention is characterized
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by arranging operation unit which operates said

microphone in recording-and-reproducing

device of said 1st - 3rd invention, and said

recording medium above said

recording-and-reproducing device.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

6th invention of this invention is characterized

by said recording medium in

recording-and-reproducing device of said 1st -

5th invention being magnetic tape.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

7th invention of this invention is characterized

by said recording medium in

recording-and-reproducing device of said 1st -

5th invention being magnetic disk.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

8th invention of this invention is characterized

by said recording medium in

recording-and-reproducing device of said 1st -

5th invention being magneto optical disc.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

9th invention of this invention is characterized

by said recording medium in

recording-and-reproducing device of said 1st -

5th invention being optical disc.

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing device of

10th invention of this invention is characterized

by said recording medium in

recording-and-reproducing device of said 1st -

5th invention being

semiconductor-integrated-circuit memory.

[6006 ] [0006]

^^^^XM'^^^^^MWD^^M.^k\^ Therefore, according to said 1st invention, it is,

f^R|lR^#^lie®l^^§K^M^ if recording person maintains

i:iitfl^^#}£fefc;^>t):^M^ recording-and-reproducing part, only
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MI?;:M^3:Mi^ impression like independent microphone device

0P^^W^E^W^f±WM^W will be given to speaker, displeasure, such as

M feeling of coercion, is not given.

i^^-M^M2i<^i^^Mi$t\^^ Moreover, according to said 2nd invention, the

i:^>f :^ ;plx whole recording-and-reproducing device can be

^E^ Cy^^i^iy; further reduced in size by having arranged

^^W^-^i^^'i^ V H loudspeaker in microphone housing part.

^'C'E'^V^'^^rlW^i^ti^ m Moreover, according to said 3rd invention, the

tiM^ <^^^K '^^fli^JWMM whole recording-and-reproducing device can be

^^^M^tMMU^Ut^Wff further comprised in compact by having

i^iK^ Ufe^ J: f2ftS arranged recording-medium mounting part and

±B^±{^€£V^M"^ battery holder in parallel.

H^vPf^'i^S^Il i^ y^^/Tf^ $o M Moreover, according to said 4th invention, also

\t^fz^ 4^^^^i^ i^ti single hand, it much more becomes easy to

1'$^ MWMMi^<D'^^5^^^0. maintain recording-and-reproducing device by

H&m0MM^ii^^i^O having comprised - so that

^i^^ Life Si-irfcc^^ recording-and-reproducing device might bulge a

^|ga^?T^^.fe ^.^S^IIp part of battery holder in a side direction.

\^M<.^£^a 'W.i^^f^x MM^ Moreover, according to said 5th invention,

5<DM^M\^X fii'f^ ^fP^t^ti especially also when maintaining and operating

^S^^R(59Ji;^|i;gBlxi>fc w recording-and-reproducing device single hand,

t ^ tiz.^^\ ^®S:fclSS^ it becomes easy to operate it by having

iT^T?#^bXMi#^5^S^^t arranged operation unit above

l:^i^::< Ml^l'^ recording-and-reproducing device.

i&a mWM.&€^^W9<0MMi^ Moreover, according to said 6th - 9th invention,

c£?L$;?v ^^^M0W^MW^^W it is suitable for magnetic tape unit, magnetic

^WM^T^y'MW^: ^ disc unit, magneto-optical-disc device, optical

^ M^tV 5< disc device. and

yt'r^.M-^^i^.^W2\.^^i¥MM^ semiconductor-integrated-circuit memory

i^>f55: 3:^fif£Mffl bT^I^MT^ device with the application of

^.^Wi^^^^i recording-and-reproducing device of this

invention.

t;:Q.(3i:0::::7] [0007]

\Mm<^MB0>MM [EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION]
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&^l^M^M^^M\^MM(i^MMM Hereafter, recording-and-reproducing device of

MMM^f^MOiiMM^cMW^M Embodiment of this invention is demonstrated,

referring figure.

i/^'^»il^ga^S4liM<?>-T In addition, in the following explanation,

t hX/b^:h^B^..h ^.^y^M magnetic tape recorder for small cassette tapes

is taken up as an example of said

recording-and-reproducing device, and it

^"t^^^r^iZX :^^M^Witidy'^ demonstrates to this with the application of this

r|B0fl:^j invention.

f^±^ t3^^#^:fcA^.M:i:.^IS.^ Moreover, input signal is recorded on recording

^MX^i0^M\^ti^Atii§ medium with "recording and reproducing" of

^^W.^ir/5t?^%'^^<^M^M term used in this specification, and it excuses

^M^^MCii^^^<^<. WMM that it is what it not only means both functions of

{^{^?<JliS^^WMct^WM^ recording and reproducing which regenerates

^<D^<D%^h'^tlh(0'^$>^ the recorded input signal, but contains only in

w t ^I^oTic>< a recording function which records input signal on

recording medium.

[: 0 omM [0008]

1:75^ First, composition of magnetic tape recorder of

MsBii^^^^J^^^MBM^MM Embodiment of this invention and its structure

Wi^-rM^^S^^(^^JM&^ are demonstrated, referring FIG 1 - FIG. 7.

mM^^^Wh6M)i\^Vmm\ in fig. 1, code 1 points out magnetic tape

W^mitM^mffi^^M<^M recorder of Embodiment of this invention.

This magnetic tape recorder 1 comprises

S^^'tI^^^-M^^ ii^ikM^ cabinets 2 of assembly structure assembled

WM^^MlXWi'lMBM^M^^ integrally, it is comprised in appearance as a

1^ !:tf:i^ Hl^d:?;^^ recording-and-reproducing part 4 which records

X^^^^^M^l^^i-.^. audio signal which recorded part of cabinet 2 in

^h2m\iM^4^ff%<OBWiX which the whole back part of this microphone

?F^j35o:^:IJ^t:V^:^HU^ housing part 3 is roundish, and which is rather

!^ i^/f^^^ilXtt^Sl^^^^^^ formed in box-type shape with said microphone

i>:^lftpp3;^?fi;:LC:^f^ on recording medium as a microphone housing

W^^U^^'Sm^&M^i^MM part 3 which accommodates microphone for

^MMM1tMif^b'^'^:}imMii front part currently formed with cylinder of

comparative small diameter of that cabinet 2,
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W^^-^ZViM:^&MMM-i^. and is regenerated.

^^^ WiBM^S^r^^itMW^Wj!^ As for this magnetic tape recorder 1, in other

WMI^M^::-^M^&iiM-^^W& words, microphone housing part 3 has

M^^^ projected structure from

SI ISflJI^;^tt.fis Z0MM^: recording-and-reproducing part 4 ahead, this

structure is 1 large characteristics of this

mU-3'tfm^W±U4%^hm invention.

lOMMB] [0009]

Ws^MM^ mMMl&^'K&iE Hood 301 of metal-mesh structure is put on

^^BM^^-MMB^ffymx- M^ front part of said microphone housing part 3

(J imW^^fiTiS^ Xm i ; (FIG 1 , FIG 2), grill 302 is formed so that sound

Hi 2)

»

^^^^MM^Cr^-fM^^^ from loudspeaker accommodated inside can be

b::2:ft|^MItlKM;^J^;f^^^^ effectively discharged to cabinet 2 of the

i-C^M^^M^MM^MWiW^ right-hand side surface (FIG. 1 , FIG 4-FIG 6).

^ J;|3 {s^iJ^ y /V ;3! Q>2 t^f^M^ Structure inside this microphone housing part 3

B'^]^^WA(Ml:itMM4 -^BGBo is mentioned later.

piioao];] [0010]

ifttBlSSW:^^ 4- t jEK/Ji^?? Said recording-and-reproducing part 4,

WiX^MMt'^i^:ti^- y Ft'-t-T" electrode holder 410 which sees from front and

tri|jl^ir5 zl^>'t^^^ 4 llO ;5^=¥ accommodates cassette tape to right-hand side

^^i^i^ y^.:}>J2 0^^.tW\~M^ surface is arranged so that the same surface as

M.f^it $.:J;;^a i^rr^W Sil/lr v^ surface of cabinet 2 may be formed, it attaches

iiC:4lr-5:<Z>Ti^pP:& so that the bottom end may be used as hinge

a.{i^.:«9#:rt b:tb and can be opened and closed (FIGS. 1-3, FIG

^vl5:: (H l.~lil3;; HS.-gl 5, FIG. 6).

6.)oW^^:^^\iS^^..M^$^.'B^ And microphone sensitivity transfer switch 420

t£7?^hi? l .t^ J^^^ is arranged by cabinet 2 part between electrode

CQiaii^ fcl^iis/. :K!2:lH5^9:{ilivl:^ holder 41 0 and said microphone housing part 3,

^i(^MM^i^^^^^:?^:d^.i>>^.^}2 tape counter 421 is arranged by method part of
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top back of electrode holder 410,

battery-remalning-charge display section 422 is

arranged by method part of top front of

electrode holder 410, and sound-volume knob

423 is arranged by front upper-direction part of

recording-and-reproducing part 4.

In addition, operation in case of equipping

electrode holder 410 with cassette tape T, or

picking it out from electrode holder 410 is

mentioned later.

V:P R &^m^.-:^iMWT^

mmiiy.mmi fast pb ®

[0011]

in said recording-and-reproducing part 4 which

it sees and is left-hand side surface from front

Battery holder 430 by which battery Ba for

supplying electric power to

recording-and-reproducing circuit

accommodated by the inside is accommodated

Covering from recording-and-reproducing part 4

to a part of microphone housing part 3, it is in

the state bulged in part, however it arranges so

that surface of cabinet 2 and surface of the

same curve may be formed (FIG 2, FIG 3,

FIGS and FIG7).

And VOR (voice operated recording) on off

switch 5 and FAST PB (fast forward

reproduction) switch 6 are arranged at upper

microphone housing-part 3 side of this battery

holder 430.

KO. 1.2 1 [0012]

Operation unit 440 which moreover becomes

upper-face part of said
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(^l3JfS-!i|X^if^$!Hi'^;:V^ recording-and-reproducing part 4 from multiple

push button for controlling

recording-and-reproducing circuit part

accommodated inside

recording-and-reproducing part 4, control

circuit, and recording-medium drive mechanism

is arranged (FIG 1 , FIG. 4, FIG 6, FIG 7).

9c^i^M^^:^Pkl^ 7.;l:i?5^ And hand strap 7 with which plate-shaped stand

UHyf^fi^-^^^i'fy.K^i^^^ 71 is connected to tip is attached to corner of

^.
~7° 7 i^MB^Wif:^flMf N-^i this upperface part back.

[0 0 1 3]

WM^^MT^tc^O DC IN

[0013]

Moreover, recording-and-reproducing circuit

part accommodated inside

recording-and-reproducing part 4, control

circuit, tape speed transfer switch 451

connected to recording-medium drive

mechanism, earphone jack 452 for connecting

extemal earphone, and DC IN jack 453 for

connecting external energizer are arranged by

back part of said recording-and-reproducing

part 4.

And 2-piece stand 460 of folding structure is

attached to bottom part of said

recording-and-reproducing part 4, FIG 5 shows

the state where it is folded up.

I^o;o%;:4:]

i5M:4:;4 -i, ^ .M&i 4 ;4 2

.

W.Jtm 4. 4. 3 . -mwni^A 4

4,:.#M.!). r.#M::Uil4:,::4 .5--:

^ t.X-:^ 4.":4 .6;<i;

[0014]

Said operation unit 440 comprises recording

button 441, reproduction button 442, stop

button 443, halt button 444, fast forward /

rewinding button 445, and cue marker button

446, these are arranged by two rows, recording

^^hMfili^ftX^WaS^-: Zf}^hi^ button 441, reproduction button 442, and stop

button 443 are arranged from ahead
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m4 4 .6«^ $trt.i:.V>a (SI

1: iii4r iii6v mz)o

(microphone housing-part 3 side) by one row of

the right-hand side (electrode-holder 410 side),

halt button 444 and fast forward / rewinding

button 445 are arranged from ahead by single

tier of the left-hand side (battery holder 430

side), and cue marker button 446 is arranged by

leading end part of both rows ranging over both

rows (FIG 1, FIG 4, FIG 6, FIG 7).

I 0 0. 15

1

tt^-t ^l>MV.\5^t?i-r K 3 p 1

[0015]

Next, structure of said microphone housing part

3 is demonstrated, referring FIG 8 - FIG 10.

Two microphones Ma and Mb are arranged and

fixed to juxtaposing by vertical direction behind

said hood 301 roughly put on opening whole

surface of cylindrical shape at microphone

housing part 3 of cylindrical shape.

One of these microphones Ma and Mb is

omnidirectional microphone, and other one

comprises unidirectional microphones.

Omnidirectional microphone is mainly used to

sound-collect atmosphere of sound-collecting

part periphery part, unidirectional microphone is

used when recording voice of specific speakers,

such as recording-lecture and coverage, these

are connected so that each sensitivity can be

used switching by microphone sensitivity

transfer switch 420.
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^fcsl^:*1^i^^^lKMi^'l^i:aiilM^ Moreover, Loudspeaker Sp is arranged and

^^^Mcol^^tXi^XWlW.^ ll^^iS fixed to space of bacl< of Microphones Ma and

Oi;2:(S^?^mi^y<^;?;{£^1Mi Mb and said grill 302 with posture which

?)y-3:0^i^[Si^}'<:)XM^WiMM noise-emission part turned to aslant toward grill

mtrnWi^Wx^:^ ::^:s.p 302.

g^$i^XV''$>o ::?<^J^ Reason for having arranged Loudspeaker Sp

S p ^#J?)fcia^ tfcMffl aslant, battery holder 430 is formed in a part of

MB<^:X%KWM^^^:^ microphone housing part 3 from

3 .0 ti^MiMW^^ 4 fi^.^'^^^'H-i'^- recording-and-reproducing part 4 as mentioned

13:?}% Vi|Jt|{^K5 3:®— above, it is for avoiding battery Ba of one unit 3

TJi?^$ *3 ?) X ^<dMM^ type accommodated by the battery holder 430.

3 0 {wiKlft^tufc: Therefore, generally the amount of loudspeaker

3 B a.^MttS housing part needs comparative large area.

]fe,:^~t?fcSo ^«l^oT^ -"^1^;^ However, it comes out by accommodating

;x Loudspeaker Sp aslant to microphone housing

MM^M'Mt-t^M-. ^-^^C" part 3 like this invention to comprise magnetic

J; 5 Ici-v-f sj>>'iUi^^ 3 tape-recorder 1 whole comparatively compactly.

;^ S ^.tr#J6l<ilKM"t"'5 If magnetic tape recorder 1 is especially

t. h \tX WhM&^-r''^'!^Wr^ designed to micro cassette tapes, it can collect

l ^^M^^^'^^M&^^y^^M^^ into small volume, so that it may mention later

^Wi^^kZ-B^y^^ '^o ^{t^C'M and said recording-and-reproducing part 4 can

^i^^-fy^:^.^ 1 ^'^l^f.^^p be grasped single hand.

* -ir 3/ . H w-:^-^M \tm^A^

[aomiil [0017]

W^fMM^^^WMW>i&U Next, composition of said

t>?^/5^iS;si8tft£lB^]Si^B?::4,^ recording-and-reproducing part 4, electrode

^/^r$^H4 1 O.^XJW0!^BU holder 410, and battery holder 430 and these

4 3.Q!:c^.P^;Kt)^^itb'C!5ffig arrangement relations are demonstrated,

mmmmmmm^mf^smm referring fig 11 - fig. 15.
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Recording-and-reproducing part 4 comprises

electronic-circuit board P and drive meclianlsnri

IVI.

Electronic-circuit board P is perpendiculariy

arranged and fixed to nearly central part of

cabinet 2 to bottom.

Drive mechanism M which actuates cassette

tape T is arranged and fixed to said

electrode-holder 410 side of this

electronic-circuit board P almost in parallel with

electronic-circuit board P.

It is equipped with cassette tape T from said

electrode-holder 410 side of this drive

mechanism M, actuation control is carried out

by this drive mechanism M under control circuit

integrated in electronic-circuit board P,

recording-and-reproducing circuit, etc.

[0 0 1 8]

43.9-. ^Jtm 4 4 3 ^^.< ffJE

< x 5 fmm't^.'f H 2

[0018]

Said electrode holder 410 is set in FIG. 12, it

arranges on the right-hand side of said drive

mechanism M, as shown in FIG 13,

bottom-edge edge of electrode holder 410 is

connected with opening edge of cabinet 2 with

hinge etc., by pressing stop button 443 deeply,

it attaches to cabinet 2 by mechanism which

upper direction of electrode holder 410 opens in

the direction of arrow head Ra.

CG;:Ol!$:l [0019]

MSiWMM7^^4 3 Oi{*VJMx. Said battery holder 430 comprises spaces

t$M^ZMMMBi'a i)^.ZMW^ which for example, two unit 3 type battery Ba

V^^^M^7-^Zf^W^^(SW[>M can store to longitudinal direction of magnetic

MffllCMtC^::5;^SM tape recorder 1 serially, in FIG 12, bulge part
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3 2::$:iifgl;?feiiKi^.^.-^.r-.X.f£

431 is formed in left-hand side of said

electronic-circuit board P, and it is provided in It.

And a part of the bulge part 431 is formed with

lid 432 in alignment with said battery storage

space, as shown in FIG 1 5, wearing of lid 432

to battery holder 430 is performed by slidjng

and inserting lid 432 along said battery storage

space, removal of lid 432 can be performed In

this reverse operation.

t::Q,(3l2:0]

%^Wi%A 3 . 0 :.:3; 2: 1:11

^ 4.3 iO It 2 ^CffiMiB ai:l:@f

4 ;3 !2:-t:Mft ^ -fti/iiM ?>M:;D

^1; l-.::.0..<oab^:^^PP.K! b

[0020]

Magnetic tape recorder 1 of Embodiment of this

invention comprises structure which was

demonstrated above.

Next, handling of this magnetic tape recorder 1

is demonstrated.

First, it draws out sliding lid 432 of battery

holder 430, as shown in FIG. 15, and battery

holder 430 is equipped with two batteries Ba by

prescribed polarity, after that, it closes, sliding

lid 432.

Next, as shown in FIG 13, stop button 443 is

pressed deeply, electrode holder 410 is opened

in the direction of arrow head Ra.

And next, as shown in FIG 14, inside of

electrode holder 410 is equipped with cassette

tape T, after that, upper part of electrode holder

410 is pressed and closed with finger in the

direction of arrow head Rb.

This magnetic tape recorder 1 will be in the

state where recording is made, in this state.
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1^5

[: 0 t.2 S]

mm mi^3ir f 3 oxu^mm

li ® ^^:Har T.#:ft fci-ft

4 6: 0 §1 tffi-L :r v:?.>{'. n jfe

[0021]

When recording talk of speaker in lecture

meeting etc., 301 parts of hoods of microphone

housing part 3 are turned in the direction of

speaker, operation unit 440 is turned up, and it

positions to desktop, microphone sensitivity

transfer switch 420 is switched as required, and

it changes into the state where single directive

microphone acts effectively among

Microphones Ma and Mb, if recording button

441 is pressed, recording-and-reproducing part

4 will act, cassette tape T is actuated and

recording is started.

When mounting this magnetic tape recorder 1 to

desktop, in order to make it microphone

housing part 3 face each other in the direction of

speaker as correctly as possible, it lets bottom

of recording-and-reproducing part 4 wear

tabular stand 71 shown in FIG 1 , and elevation

angle is given.

Or when you want to give elevation angle

further, what is necessary is to draw out stand

460 shown in FIG 5, and just to start

microphone housing part 3.

[0 0 2 2:1 [0022]

If magnetic tape recorder 1 is designed for

micro cassette tapes (for example, Sony Corp.

NT-2) of micro cassette tapes (for example,

Sony Corp. MC-30,60 etc.) or stamp size, the

"^^dz^^ifiih^ magnetic tape recorder 1 can be comprised

alil?5^^iJ<?>NT«1^3 .:ffl very small.
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tmpm^mmm^A. s. dpi

Therefore, as shown in FIG. 16, when

interviewing using such a small-sized

magnetism tape recorder 1, it can have the

magnetic tape recorder 1 in one hand, and

microphone housing part 3 can be turned to

speaker's mouth.

In this case, right palm is attached to battery

holder 430 side, and right-hand thumb is

attached to operation unit 440, other four fingers

are attached to electrode-holder 410 side from

bottom part of recording-and-reproducing part

4, microphone housing part 3 is turned to

speaker's mouth with holding.

And when such holding method is carried out, it

hits so that knuckle of right thumb may be

caught in upper part of bulge part 431 of battery

holder 430, and recording-and-reproducing part

4 of magnetic tape recorder 1 can be held firmly.

\mmm [0023]

"iSiMM^WmW^tMWMMU^ If recording person does such holding method,

b< W^^\i^^if>W!W^MMK recording person can operate various buttons of

4::4^0^^^^1iiS^a^liliiMiiU operation unit 440 only with thumb, and,

p!\M%^T---^;J%<^^^'X^ moreover, can almost put in altogether

W^^MWA Irll^HSiBPf^lill recording-and-reproducing part 4 of magnetic

W^}Zk^'f^S&i^MhMM\}' tape recorder 1 in palm, when most parts

WM^^^^^MMSMW^^;WM exposed from hand become only microphone

^^W'&?ii}^^Xri, housing part 3 and it sees from speaker, it is

7n^MllM9^i^=*t>^Mi^ sensed that only independent microphone was

'^lM0:.:^:M^y<r>^M-^h^hi^tz. able to be turned, it can respond to interview

03!sS-:lsS:.C-© jifp^^ < X that it is comfortable and easily.
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It can write down with open left hand during

interview to take main point of talk etc. to

memorandum.

However, as mentioned above, battery holder

430 sees from front, is formed in left-hand side

of magnetic tape recorder 1, and it is case

where recording person is left-handed person.

Supposing recording person is designed with

emphasis on using said magnetic tape recorder

1 for interview, taking memorandum, what is

sufficient is just to prepare magnetic tape

recorder 1 on which not only magnetic tape

recorder 1 for left-handed persons of the above

form but battery holder 430 sees from front, and

is formed in left-hand side of

recording-and-reproducing part 4.

If there is such a magnetic tape recorder 1,

right-handed recording person will also put In

and hold recording-and-reproducing part 4 to

left palm, memorandum can be taken with the

right hand.

[|a:0:2 51 [0025]

)iXM^MitMMMWX:^-;^^M. Embodiment described above took up and

SiSlilifi® : -011 1 VxWMrr'^' demonstrated magnetic tape recorder as an

W}<'^^:^^'^M^hii^XM^i€' example of recording-and-reproducing device;

Y^Bz^. However, this invention is not limited only to

\t7^^&:;7M{'W^-W^WM(&>M. magnetic tape recorder which records audio

M;7i;:f:l-MV:;|?:i-^^ signal on cassette tape, it adds that it is
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^^^<0^(iU<^;M^(MM:B applicable also to magnetic disk, magneto

t-XWiMM^tMi^-i^^tMH^'i^ optical disc, optical disc, and various devices

>^ ii^:^(iMMM^M%:S^Mi^^i!?^M using semiconductor-integrated-circuit memoty

m^:i^m:U^MifMWV^WM as a recording medium.

33<|

[00 2 6] [0026]

m

[ADVANTAGE OF THE INVENTION]

As is evident from the above explanation,

according to recording-and-reproducing device

of Embodiment of this invention, effect which

was excellent in many which are described

below is acquired.

That is

1. Give speaker only impression like

independent microphone device by having

taken composition which microphone housing

part was made to project and was formed from

main body of recording-and-reproducing part,

displeasure, such as feeling of coercion, is not

given.

2. By having accommodated loudspeaker to

microphone housing part, the whole

recording-and-reproducing device can be

reduced further in size.

3. By having arranged

recording-and-reproducing part and battery

holder in parallel, the whole

recording-and-reproducing device can be

comprised further in compact.

4. Also single hand, it much more becomes

easy to maintain recording-and-reproducing

device by having comprised so that

recording-and-reproducing device might bulge a
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5:!iiMf^^€i2M^i^K6p-i part of battery holder in a side direction.

t^.\^M^'Wi.^li:t:.t'\Z'3^.^..^ 5. Especially also when maintaining and

WMW^^M.^)fMX^W£-X operating recording-and-reproducing device

1i^i^^./5W^'(^ii^.KMW..U:M single hand, it becomes easy to operate it by

< >'i S having arranged operation unit above

ft'}^:V< Wfbo recording-and-reproducing device.

] [BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS]

[Hi ] [FIG 1]

^M^^MMW^M^lEMMM) It is perspective diagram seen from front

#HilMBl.f£M^llX'^'5:o diagonal right side of Embodiment of this

invention.

im 2] [FIG 2]

H Dft:^^T^'^7°Vca It is front elevation of magnetic tape recorder

r-i5^^c^)jEffillI.t?fe$i shown in FIG. 1.

[IS 3 ] [FIG 3]

Mfi-K.ml<f^WM^fi:.i^^^^ It is bacl< elevation of magnetic tape recorder

r^M<D^mm't%m shown in FIG 1.

[FIG 4]

Mi\i^^l<MMMf'B'>^U^ It is top elevation view of magnetic tape

recorder shown in FIG 1.

[05 1 [FIG 5]

M;MiWf^\^1tM^MS^iF'=? It is bottom plan view of magnetic tape recorder

m^m^mith^ shown in FIG 1.

imW] [FIG 6]

WM^M'%TzM^^H:ifiV-=? It is side view seen from right-hand side from

t:^:01EMM&^MM^M.iziM front of magnetic tape recorder shown in FIG 1

.
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[Fia7]

^M'^y^W^ It is side view seen from left-hand side from

li front of magnetic tape recorder shown in FIG 1

.

[FIG 8]

It is front elevation of magnetic tape recorder

shown in FIG 1 which shows the state where

microphone Is arranged by microphone housing

part.

[Ml [FIG 9]

^i;^ ? It is partial side view seen from right-hand side

^MMf^WM^:^ tW^M^^^^ from front of magnetic tape recorder shown In

X^^:l^M^i^^Wi^l^:^B^ FIG 1 which shows the state where microphone

lMMif::ML^^MMi^-^M^MM^: and loudspeaker are arranged by microphone

:eftiJ/6if>Bfc~igi5^iiapSl-efc housing part.

[igiO] [FIG 10]

WiiM. P^^-y^R^^M^y&M It is partial bottom plan view of magnetic tape

'i^WMt;\^^Br:^JEMM^^M recorder shown in FIG 1 which shows the state

^MM^^'f'Mkit0£Ml where microphone and loudspeal<er are

^^^^^'^^i^h^-^^^^^r^M^M arranged by microphone housing part.

[12111] [FIG 11]

1^ 4 Itm LtzM:W<^M%y^:^. It is partial-cross-section figure showing intemal

WM^Mr-^EMiMi^WM^^i^T^ arrangement composition of magnetic tape

recorder of the state which showed in FIG 4.

mrnmrnmrnmcm
[FIG 12]

'X^^: It is partial-cross-section figure showing intemal

\M arrangement composition of magnetic tape

recorder of the state which showed in FIG 1

.
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W:^M It is perspective diagram seen from

electrode-holder side of magnetic tape recorder

\h for demonstrating operation which opens

cassette-tape electrode holder.

[Fiai41

^^^^'\''y^:^^MJ!B^S^t^. Cassette-tape electrode holder is equipped with

% 5^: K;>f4~7^-^!lK# Ll:.> 5 cassette tape, it is perspective diagram seen

from electrode-holder side of magnetic tape

%P..:^£T.'^<^^A^JrMfi> b^ recorder for demonstrating closed operation.

[FIG 15]

It is perspective diagram seen from bottom and

1& battery holder side for demonstrating operation

^ in case of equipping battery holder with battery.

mmm&ymmmmmmm.w..
[FIG 16]

It is perspective diagram for demonstrating

method of application of magnetic tape recorder

of Embodiment of this invention.

[DESCRIPTION OF SYMBOLS]

V.M-'-^^l^f^:^<^'^X^^(DWM. 1A... Recording-and-reproducing device of

ffM^S. (^^xi^.y V^-— Embodiment of this invention (magnetic tape

^M2^:i:^^-^^S^^y^^ 33 --^ recorder), 2... cabinet, 3... microphone housing

k(':^W§M!^MMMB!4^i:-WM^ part, 4... recording-and-reproducing part, 301...

|lEMi:3:o ir^^^ 2 hood, 302... grill, 410... electrode holder, 430...

h^y. UM 4; i battery holder, 431 ... bulge part, 432... lid, 440...

^^(3'^--W(MR^I^^ MS operation unit, R.. electronic-circuit board, M...

B^tHpRi;;? 4 ;:3 2y-Mi' M;^(ji'y drive mechanism. Ma, Mb... Microphone, Sp...

jS^lfeB&J"E?::;:S-?:Ifil^fiM.iM Loudspeaker, T.. cassette tape
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Microphone housing part 3

Hood 301

Grill 302

71 plate-shaped stand

Operation unit 440

2 Cabinet

4 Recording-and-reproducing part

410 Electrode holder

7 Hand strap

[|li;2 :] [FIG 2]
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Cue marker button 446

Halt button 444

445 rapid-traverses / rewinding button

440 operation units

441 recording button

442 reproduction button

443 stop button

[H i 3 ] [FIG 13]

[li s ] [FIG 5]
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460 Stand

[me,] [FIG 6]

mm [FIG 7]

Battery holder 430
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m.S:] [FIG 8]

Loudspeaker Sp

Ma microphone

Mb microphone

m 9 ] [Fia 9]

446: : 441

3/25/2004

[Fia 10]
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Ba battery

mm] [FIG 11]

Electronic-circuit base plate P

Drive mechanism M

[mm] [FIG 12]
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Expansion part 431

Lid 432

T cassette tape

Biilli [FIG 14]

[Bl;l5l [FIG 15]
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mMlo] [Fia 16]

Speaker

Thumb

Right hand

Small finger
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